Methane coupling in nanosecond pulsed plasmas: Correlation between temperature and pressure and effects on product selectivity
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\section{ABSTRACT}
We present a zero-dimensional kinetic model to characterise specifically the gas-phase dynamics of methane conversion in a nanosecond pulsed discharge (NPD) plasma reactor. The model includes a systematic approach to capture the nanoscale power discharges and the rapid ensuing changes in electric field, gas and electron temperature, as well as species densities. The effects of gas temperature and reactor pressure on gas conversion and product selectivity are extensively investigated and validated against experimental work. We discuss the important reaction pathways and provide an analysis of the dynamics of the heating and cooling mechanisms. Hydrogen radicals are found to be the most populous plasma species and they participate in hydrogenation and dehydrogenation reactions, which are the dominant recombination reactions leading to C\textsubscript{2}H\textsubscript{4} and C\textsubscript{2}H\textsubscript{2} as main products (depending on the pressure).

\section{1. Introduction}
Given the current energy crisis, the societal and industrial importance of natural gas as a primary energy source and feedstock will be significant in the coming decennia. Methane (CH\textsubscript{4}), the most abundant compound of natural gas, can be converted stepwise to synthetic fuels via syngas. Alternatively, methane can be converted to valuable chemicals that serve as high added-value building blocks in the chemical industry. Among them, ethylene (C\textsubscript{2}H\textsubscript{4}) has the highest market value since it is the basic building block for a very broad range of chemicals, including polymers, synthetic fibres, alcohols, and solvents. Thus, scalable and energy-efficient processes to convert methane to ethylene are of high research interest.

Ethylene derives from natural gas via thermally driven (catalytic) oxidative or non-oxidative methane coupling. The oxidative coupling of methane is an exothermic reaction occurring at 1000–1200 K, usually in presence of catalyst. Along with ethylene, other lower-value side-products, such as carbon dioxide (CO\textsubscript{2}), carbon monoxide (CO), hydrogen (H\textsubscript{2}) and water (H\textsubscript{2}O), are formed, restricting the application prospects of this route. Unlike oxidative methane coupling, non-oxidative coupling promotes the formation of high-value species, i.e., ethane (C\textsubscript{2}H\textsubscript{6}), ethylene (C\textsubscript{2}H\textsubscript{4}) and acetylene (C\textsubscript{2}H\textsubscript{2}), hydrogen, benzene (C\textsubscript{6}H\textsubscript{6}) and other aromatics at appropriate temperatures and in presence of suitable catalysts. Carbon and hydrogen are thermodynamically favoured between 1500 and 3300 K; benzene between 1100 and 1500 K; acetylene at higher temperatures, whereas ethylene production is maximized between 1300 and 1800 K [1,2].

Besides thermally-driven routes [3], electrified options have also been proposed for non-oxidative methane coupling [4]. In this context, plasma is employed to enable the reaction. Specifically, non-thermal plasma (NTP) can electrically activate methane molecules at lower bulk gas temperatures than pyrolysis, maximizing the conversion of electrical into chemical energy and subsequently, improving the global energy efficiency. Different plasma technologies, i.e., dielectric barrier discharges (DBD) [5,6], microwave (MW) [7], gliding arc (GA) [8], spark and corona [9,10], have been tested for methane reforming. In low-energy density plasmas (DBD), ethane is formed as the major product, whereas acetylene formation dominates in high-energy density plasmas.
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discharges (MW, GA and spark). Ethylene selectivity is enhanced in corona discharges, yet the overall yield still remains low. Collectively, plasma is not very selective to ethylene unless it is integrated with catalysts suitable for acetylene hydrogenation to ethylene in the post-plasma zone [11]. The reason for the very broad product distribution lies in the different electron temperature and electron density each plasma technology features, which impose the operating temperature and consequently, drive the plasma chemistry.

The Nanosecond Pulsed Discharge (NPD), a spark-regime discharge that can sufficiently populate the desirable vibrational and electronic states while limiting translational excitation, has been lately adopted to methane valorisation applications, attaining high single-pass C₂ yields at relatively low energy cost [11–14]. Acetylene was always the major product, like in other high-energy density discharges, but the reaction mechanism has not been defined yet. Only limited works elaborating on methane plasma chemistry have been published; most of them exploring microsecond pulsed discharges, a similar but not the same plasma type as NPDs. Kado et al. [15] investigated the mechanism of acetylene formation in such discharges; they reported that methane is mainly dissociated via electron impact reactions into atomic carbon, which is then hydrogenated to C₂H and CH and finally, those species serve as the precursors for C₂H₂ formation under certain hydrogenation and recombination reactions. Gao et al. [16] suggested that methane vibrational excitation is the lead methane dissociation mechanism since the vibrational excitation cross section has the dominant role in the energy channelling. They also claimed that vibrational-translational/rotational relaxation promotes thermal methane coupling to C₂ and carbon when gas temperature overpasses 1100 K.

Recently, Stefanidis and co-workers reported for the first time in the literature that gas phase plasma-assisted non-oxidative methane coupling can lead to the formation of ethylene as major product in NPDs - attaining ~ 20% single-pass ethylene yield at 2020 kJ/molC₂H₄ energy cost - when co-feeding recyclable hydrogen (CH₄:H₂ = 1:1) and operating at moderate pressures (3.5 – 5 bar) [17]. The reaction pathways that shifted the product selectivity from acetylene to ethylene were determined via an isotope analysis. It was found that higher bulk gas temperatures imposed by the overpressure (>3 bar) activate direct gas-phase methane coupling to ethylene and suggested that some acetylene hydrogenation to ethylene takes place at the copper-based reactor electrode [18].

In the current work, we aim to elucidate the correlation between temperature and pressure effects on C₂ products selectivity under different operating windows. First, we experimentally study the NPD plasma reactor performance in terms of methane conversion and C₂ selectivity in the pressure range of 1 to 5 bar. Further, we develop a zero-dimensional kinetic model to characterise the gas-phase dynamics of methane conversion in the NPD plasma reactor. The model includes a systematic approach to capture the nanoscale power discharges and the rapid ensuing changes in electric field, gas and electron temperature, as well as species densities. The effects of gas temperature and reactor pressure on gas conversion and product selectivity are extensively investigated and validated against the experimental work. Finally, we discuss the important reaction pathways and provide an analysis of the dynamics of the heating and cooling mechanisms.

![Fig. 1. Schematic representation of the experimental setup used for the non-oxidative methane coupling experiments, showing the plasma reactor and laboratory equipment, as well as the gas network with indications of flow directions, feeding points and line connections.](image-url)
2. Experimental and computational methodology

2.1. Nanosecond pulsed plasma setup

The experimental setup used for the plasma-assisted non-oxidative methane experiments is presented in Fig. 1. The discharge was ignited by a nanosecond pulsed power supply (n-PS) (NPG-18/100 k, Mega-impulse Ltd.) which was triggered by a waveform generator (WFG) (33220A, Keysight Technology) at 3 kHz pulse repetition frequency. Based on a parametric study previously conducted [19], a pulse repetition frequency of 3 kHz led to an optimum performance with respect to single-pass conversion and energy efficiency. A high-voltage probe (P6015A Tektronix, 75 MHz bandwidth) and an I/V converter (CT-D) by a nanosecond pulsed power supply (n-PS) (NPG-18/100 k, Mega impulse Ltd.) which was triggered by a waveform generator (WFG) was operated as flowmeter, continuously recorded the volumetric flowrates. The mass flow controllers (GF40 Series, Brooks Instrument) controlled the feed flow rate of the reactants (100 sccm CH\textsubscript{4} and 100 sccm H\textsubscript{2} Air Liquidie 99.995% purity). A filter (SS-4TF-7, Swagelok) with 7-μm pore size was installed at the plasma reactor outflow to retain the formed carbon. A differential pressure meter (Model 700.02, WIKA) was used to monitor the differential pressure across the filter cloth, which was cleaned when the differential pressure gauge exceeded a certain value. The plasma reactor pressure was regulated by using a pressure flow controller (SLAS820, Brooks Instrument) that was placed after the filter. A third mass flow controller (GF40 Series, Brooks Instrument), which was operated as flowmeter, continuously recorded the volumetric flowrate of the plasma reactor effluent. However, the readout value depends on a gas factor, which varied with the gas composition. Since the latter was not constant over the course of the plasma reaction, N\textsubscript{2} (Air Liquidie, 99.999% purity) was used as internal standard to accurately measure the volume of the plasma reactor effluent. A known amount of N\textsubscript{2} (5 sccm) was only fed to the plasma reactor effluent (not inside the plasma zone over the course of the reaction) [22]. The three-way valve (3WV) was positioned in a manner such that N\textsubscript{2} allowed to flow through the plasma reactor along with the reactants, instead it drove the N\textsubscript{2} flow towards the reactor effluent. The outlet flow was obtained by multiplying the initial total flowrate (CH\textsubscript{4}-N\textsubscript{2}) by the ratio of the chromatographic area of N\textsubscript{2} before and during the plasma. An additional mass flow controller (4800 series, Brooks Instrument) was used to set the internal standard N\textsubscript{2} flow. The mass flow controllers were configured accordingly, and the respective gas factors were set before setting up of the experiments. The mass flow controllers for CH\textsubscript{4} and N\textsubscript{2} supply were set by default only for CH\textsubscript{4} and N\textsubscript{2} handling. Pressure probes (P1600 and P1650, Pace Scientific) and thermocouples (PT 900 Pace scientific) were employed to monitor the reactor operating conditions.

The analysis of the plasma reactor product stream was performed by an on-line GC (3000 MicroGC, Inficon), H\textsubscript{2}, N\textsubscript{2} and CH\textsubscript{4} were detected by a molesieve column (10 m) with backflush (3 m, Plot U), while for C\textsubscript{2} species a Plot U column (10 m) with backflush (1 m, Plot Q) was used.

The following metrics were assessed to evaluate the plasma reactor performance: CH\textsubscript{4} conversion, C\textsubscript{2} selectivity and power input:

\[
CH_4 \text{ conversion} = \left(1 - \frac{CH_4 \text{ in \ pulse}}{CH_4 \text{ out \ pulse}}\right) \times 100\% \quad (1)
\]

\[
C_2H_2 \text{ selectivity} = \frac{2x(C_2H_2 \text{ in \ pulse})}{(CH_4 \text{ in \ pulse} - CH_4 \text{ out \ pulse})} \times 100\% \quad (2)
\]

\[
\text{Power input} (\text{MW}) = \frac{MJ}{\text{pulse}} \frac{x}{s} \text{pulse} \quad (3)
\]

where [\ldots]\text{in} and [\ldots]\text{out} correspond to CH\textsubscript{4} concentration at the plasma reactor feed and effluent stream, respectively, while v\textsubscript{in} and v\textsubscript{out} correspond to the corrected volumetric flowrates.

2.2. Plasma-kinetic model

(a) Numerical details

Our zero-dimensional kinetic model was constructed using the ZDPlasKin kinetic solver [23], which operates by evaluating the continuity differential equation for each chemical species s with number density n\textsubscript{s}(t) considered in the model:

\[
\frac{dn_s}{dt} = \sum_r C_r \, k_r \prod_q n_q \quad (4)
\]

where C\textsubscript{r}, k\textsubscript{r} is the stoichiometric coefficient of a given species s in reaction r, k\textsubscript{r} is the rate coefficient of reaction r and q is the collisional species in this process. Reactions which do not involve electron collisions use rate coefficients k\textsubscript{e} from literature. k\textsubscript{e} was given within a temperature range and written as a function of gas temperature where such data existed. In the case of electron impact reactions, k\textsubscript{e} was extracted from continuous evaluation of collisional cross sections and the Electron Energy Distribution Function (EEDF) via the BOLSIG + solver. BOLSIG + operates in tandem with ZDPlasKin and requires electric field as input to derive the EEDF, from which the mean electron energy is determined, to then return rate coefficients for electron impact reactions [24]. The electric field E, required by BOLSIG + to solve the Boltzmann equation, is calculated via the differential of the Joule heating equation

\[
\frac{dP}{dV} = JE = eE^2 \quad (5)
\]

in which P is the power deposited in a volume element V, J (or eE) is the current density and e is the electron conductivity, which is calculated by

\[
\sigma = e_0n_e\mu_e \quad (6)
\]

with N being the total number density of species in the gas phase.

(b) Power input

The power discharges were integrated in the model as power density, defined by the ratio of instantaneous power and volume of the plasma region. The instantaneous power contained in the discharges was determined using the experimental voltage and current profiles, whilst the volume of the plasma region in the reactor was assumed to be...
constant for the duration of the pulses [17]. The power density was defined as a function of time using linear functions to generate asymmetrical triangular power pulses (shown in section 3.2 below). This definition considered the intensity and nanoscale width or duration of each individual pulse, as well as pulse frequency and operational duty cycle. In the theoretical framework of this model, this approach allowed for an accurate representation of the plasma discharges and their variation with the applied pressure in the reactor. These were measured by current and voltage probes during the experiments and are shown in the Supporting Information (SI, section 2) [17,20]. In the interest of model stability and physicality, the concept of a minimum power density between the pulses (i.e. plasma off period) was introduced to maintain the electron density and the electric field within viable ranges for model operation.

(c) Gas temperature

Calculations of gas temperature variation with time were performed self-consistently using the reaction enthalpies included in the model [25]. As the gas temperature $T_{\text{gas}}$ (in Kelvin) can be assumed to be the same for all neutral species, only the adiabatic isometric heat transport equation needs to be solved: [23]

$$N \frac{\gamma k}{\gamma - 1} \frac{dT_{\text{gas}}}{dt} = P_{\text{e, el}} + \sum_j R_j \Delta H_j - P_{\text{ext}}$$

(7)

where $N = \sum n_i$ is the total neutral species density, $\gamma$ is the specific heat ratio of the total gas mixture, $k$ is the Boltzmann constant (in J K$^{-1}$), $P_{\text{e, el}}$ is the gas heating power density due to elastic electron-neutral collisions (in W m$^{-3}$), $R_j$ is the rate of reaction $j$ (in m$^{-3}$ s$^{-1}$), $\Delta H_j$ is the heat released (or consumed when this value is negative) by reaction $j$ (in J) and $P_{\text{ext}}$ is the heat loss due to energy exchange with the surroundings (in W m$^{-3}$). A detailed description of the gas temperature calculations is given in the SI (section 5).

(d) Gas expansion

Certain reactions in the chemistry of CH$_4$ conversion involve the formation of two molecules from one molecule. These reactions cause gas expansion, affecting the pressure and flow rate, which are calculated from the actual species density, velocity and gas temperature. To ensure conservation of gas pressure and mass flow rate, the species densities (calculated using Eq. (4) and velocity are corrected at every time step to account for gas expansion. More details are given in Kozak and Bogaerts [25].

(e) Assumed plasma volume and number of pulses per residence time

Accurate kinetic (and fluid dynamic) modelling under plasma discharges, particularly for simulations carried out with self-consistent temperature calculations, at atmospheric pressures and using pulsed power sources, is a challenging task. In particular, to model pulsed discharges in a 0D framework, it was necessary to make assumptions about the plasma volume and the number of pulses experienced by the gas molecules during their residence time in the reactor [26,27]. Hence, the modeller needs to make some assumptions to run within a feasible time-scale. Here we describe these assumptions, as well as the limitations of the model.

The volume of the plasma discharges in this reactor configuration was estimated to be $3\%$ of the total volume of the reactor at 1 bar. Provided that the NPD streamer (accurately approximated as a column) diameter can be $\sim 0.3$ mm at these operating conditions and considering the total effective reactor volume to be the space defined by the NPD streamer diameter and the plasma reactor cross-section area (since the NPD streamer is erratically ignited around the HV electrode), only $\sim 3\%$ of the total effective reactor volume is occupied by the NPD streamer during each event. This volume was assumed to remain constant in the pressure range of 1 to 5 bar. The difference between the total volume of the reactor and the plasma region affects how many pulses are experienced by each gas molecule traversing the reactor within the residence time. Although the pulse frequency is set to 3 kHz in the experiments, it is obvious that molecules travelling through the reactor will not be exposed to 3000 power pulses in 1 s (even if this were their residence time in the reactor). This is because exposure to power discharges occurs only in the plasma region, since the pulses are contained within the plasma volume. Considering these factors, the model was adjusted to account for 15 pulses, as an approximation to the number of pulses experienced by the gas molecules in the reactor. In all cases this number of pulses was sufficient for the modelled results to remain unaltered after the twelfth pulse.

(f) Conversion and selectivity

The CH$_4$ conversion is calculated as follows:

$$\chi_{\text{CH}_4}(\%) = 1 - \frac{n_{\text{CH}_4}(\text{cm}^{-3})v_f(\text{cm}^{-1})}{n_{\text{CH}_4}(\text{cm}^{-3})v_f(\text{cm}^{-1})} \times 100\%$$

(8)

where $n_{\text{CH}_4}$ and $v_f$ are the initial CH$_4$ density and velocity, while $n_{\text{CH}_4}$ and $v_f$ are the final CH$_4$ density and velocity.

The hydrocarbon selectivity is calculated as follows:

$$S_{C_xH_y}(\%) = \frac{x n_{\text{CH}_4}(\text{cm}^{-3})v_f(\text{cm}^{-1})}{n_{\text{CH}_4}(\text{cm}^{-3})v_f(\text{cm}^{-1}) - n_{\text{CH}_4}(\text{cm}^{-3})v_f(\text{cm}^{-1})} \times 100\%$$

(9)

with $n_{\text{CH}_4}$ being the density of any given hydrocarbon in the steady state.

2.3. Chemistry included in the model

A mixture of CH$_4$ and H$_2$ at a 50/50 ratio was adopted as input gas, in order to compare with the experiments. The species included in the model comprise CH$_4$ and H$_2$ molecules in ground and some vibrationally excited states, C and H atoms, various compounded C$_x$H$_y$ molecules, as well as the corresponding radicals and ions, as shown in Table 1. These species react with each other in a large number of reactions, as detailed in SI (sections 4 – 6). To develop this reaction set, we built upon the basis of an earlier publication by PLASMANT, which investigated the utilisation of different plasma sources in CH$_4$ conversion [28]. In this study, ionic processes were expanded, rates of recombination reactions were updated and H$_2$ VV interactions were corrected to include detailed balance. These modifications were carried out using rate coefficients procured from various sources in the literature. A complete list of the reactions and corresponding rate coefficients (including interactions between vibrational levels), as well as relevant citations, can be found in Tables S2–S5 in the SI.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Species considered in the model.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Stable molecules</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CH$_4$, H$_2$, C$_2$H$_2$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CH$_4$, H$_2$, C$_2$H$_4$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CH$_4$, H$_2$, C$_3$H$_6$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1
3. Results and discussion

3.1. Plasma reactor performance

A streamer-to-spark discharge was ignited which covered only a restricted volume inside the co-axial plasma reactor; it accounted for ~3% of the hollow-cylindrical shaped volume around the HV electrode, as defined by the streamer diameter and the plasma reactor cross-section area [13]. The limited plasma volume compared to the reactor cross section provided rapid product quenching: the products exiting the plasma zone were instantly mixed with the low-temperature unreacted area [13]. The limited plasma volume compared to the reactor cross section provided rapid product quenching: the products exiting the plasma zone were instantly mixed with the low-temperature unreacted area [13]. The limited plasma volume compared to the reactor cross section provided rapid product quenching: the products exiting the plasma zone were instantly mixed with the low-temperature unreacted area [13]. The limited plasma volume compared to the reactor cross section provided rapid product quenching: the products exiting the plasma zone were instantly mixed with the low-temperature unreacted area [13]. The limited plasma volume compared to the reactor cross section provided rapid product quenching: the products exiting the plasma zone were instantly mixed with the low-temperature unreacted area [13]. The limited plasma volume compared to the reactor cross section provided rapid product quenching: the products exiting the plasma zone were instantly mixed with the low-temperature unreacted area [13]. The limited plasma volume compared to the reactor cross section provided rapid product quenching: the products exiting the plasma zone were instantly mixed with the low-temperature unreacted area [13]. The limited plasma volume compared to the reactor cross section provided rapid product quenching: the products exiting the plasma zone were instantly mixed with the low-temperature unreacted area [13]. The limited plasma volume compared to the reactor cross section provided rapid product quenching: the products exiting the plasma zone were instantly mixed with the low-temperature unreacted area [13]. The limited plasma volume compared to the reactor cross section provided rapid product quenching: the products exiting the plasma zone were instantly mixed with the low-temperature unreacted area [13].

The reactor performance in the non-oxidative CH$_4$ conversion is presented in Fig. 2. Pressure increase incentivises the electron-molecule collision frequency and the electron mean energy. As the discharge pressure is increased, the system is driven to thermal equilibrium leading to a higher number of electron-molecule collisions, and resulting in lower electron mean energy, thereby less energetic collisions. Therefore, methane conversion is initially boosted from 30% to 45% as pressure rises from 1 to 4 bar. At 5 bar, there is a slight drop in methane conversion, due to the slightly lower discharge energy. Beyond 5 bar, the reduction of electron mean energy becomes significant and conversion is compromised.

Regarding product distribution, C$_2$H$_4$ is the dominant product when operating at atmospheric pressure. At 2 bar and higher pressures, C$_2$H$_4$ becomes the dominant product. The highest ethylene selectivity is attained at 5 bar. At this pressure, the C$_2$H$_4$ and C$_2$H$_6$ yields account for less than 5% of product distribution. This product selectivity shift can be attributed to the direct CH$_2$ radical coupling (with CH$_3$) to ethylene and C$_2$H$_4$ hydrogenation with H radicals – both reactions are enhanced by high bulk gas temperatures imposed by the overpressure (>3 bar) - as revealed by the isotopic analysis previously performed by Stefanidis and co-workers [18] and further explored in the reaction pathway analysis provided by the modelled results (section 3.5). Moreover, in pulsed plasmas, catalytic hydrogenation occurring at the surface of the copper-based HV electrode also has an effect on the improved C$_2$H$_4$ selectivity at higher pressures [18], owing to the ability of copper to promote C$_2$H$_2$ to C$_2$H$_4$ hydrogenation reactions [31]. In a future follow-up, we intend to expand this work to investigate this effect under these conditions both on experimental and computational fronts.

3.2. Modeled plasma characteristics

In all calculations carried out in this study, the following parameters were kept constant: gas feed composition of CH$_4$H$_2$ = 1:1, gas flow rate of 200 sccm, reactor dimensions (see section 2.1), pulse frequency of 3 kHz, number of modelled pulses as 15 pulses, initial gas temperature of 298.15 K and volume of the plasma region as 3% of the reactor volume [13]. This was done to highlight the effects of variations in the applied pressure (1 to 5 bar) and power input (and in turn gas and electron temperature), as well as to study how CH$_4$ conversion, product selectivity and reaction pathways respond to these different conditions of pressure and power input.

The time-resolved power density profiles constructed to emulate the pulsed plasma discharges at different pressures are shown in Fig. 3a. Each pulse is characterised by an asymmetrical triangle with shorter upstroke (rise time) and longer downstroke (fall time). In line with experimental power inputs (see Fig. S1), the intensity and width of the power density pulses in the model are pressure dependent, with the maximum power of each pulse rising with pressure and the width decreasing with increasing pressure, generating pulses with shorter duration (sharper triangles).

In Fig. 3b the 15 modelled pulses are plotted at different pressures. While the effect of pressure on pulse duration is not observable on the timescale of the residence time (ms), the different height of the power density pulses in the 1 to 5 bar pressure range is evident. The values of intensity and duration of the pulses for each pressure can be found in Table 2, alongside the calculated energy injected into the reactor per pulse. Table 2 also shows the total power deposited within the residence time, the maximum reduced electric field (E/N) reached at the top of the pulses and the average gas temperature in the afterglow estimated by the model at each pressure.

The energy (in mJ) channelled into the reactor per power pulse is reduced with rising pressure, as shown in Table 2. This effect is due to the pulses becoming shorter as the pressure is increasing (despite the higher intensity), resulting in less energy being deposited in the system with each pulse. This is obviously reflected in the total power (in W), which decreases with increasing pressure. The calculated values and the trend across the pressure range are in good alignment with experimental results (Fig. 4), especially in the mid pressure range, boding well for species density and temperature calculations carried out later in the model.

The response of the reduced electric field and in turn of the electron temperature to the power pulses is plotted in Fig. 5a. Akin to power density, the two profiles exhibit pulsed behaviour and the peaks in both are coincidental in time with the power discharges [32]. This is expected as the model computes the electric field from the power input, and in turn the electric field is supplied to BOLSIG + for EEDF calculations and electron temperature. The latter determine the energy of electrons in the plasma zone, which will initiate chemical reactions with the incoming CH$_4$ and H$_2$ molecules in the gas flow. Since the reduced electric field is inversely proportional to the density of gas-phase species, the maximum values calculated by the model (reached at the top of each power pulse) are reduced as the pressure is increased (Fig. 5b). This trend is also observed in the experimental values of the electric field (Fig. 5b), however these are somewhat lower than those calculated by the model. This is likely due to the nanosecond scale of the pulses, rendering precise acquisition of maximum electric field very difficult, and thus the values measured experimentally may be lower (i.e. with a relative delay) than those reached at the top of the power pulses [27]. The resulting calculated maximum electron temperature for each pressure is also plotted in

![Fig. 2. NPD plasma reactor performance in terms of CH$_4$ conversion and C$_2$ selectivity across the 1 - 5 bar pressure range. Total feed rate: 200 sccm; gas feed composition: CH$_4$H$_2$ = 1:1; frequency: 3 kHz; discharge gap: 2.4 mm.](image-url)
Fig. 5b, showing consistency with the trend in the reduced electric field.

Fig. 6 displays the profiles of gas temperature versus time for the different applied pressures as calculated by the 0D model (no experimental gas temperatures were measured). All profiles exhibit pulsed behaviour. While heating (leading to temperature peaks) occurs for ~120 ns after each power pulse, cooling begins subsequently and is a much slower process (resembling that of an exponential decay) as it takes place on the ms scale (~1.2 ms) during the afterglow until the next pulse. The heating and cooling dynamics derived from model calculations are presented and discussed in Section 3.6 below.

The amplitude of temperature variation (i.e. the difference between the calculated temperature at the top of each peak and at the very end of the subsequent afterglow) is inversely proportional to the applied pressure, with higher variations observed at lower pressures. Note that (i) the more intense E/N peaks and (ii) longer power depositions at lower pressures will both lead to the generation of more radicals whose recombination into stable molecules releases energy and heats the system following the power discharges. As the concentration of radicals is higher at lower pressures, more heating is experienced, resulting in more intense temperature peaks [33]. The difference in the amplitude of temperature variation as a function of pressure will be discussed in section 3.5.

In the afterglow, the time-averaged calculated gas temperature is similar at all pressures, around 1000 K, which is comparable to a report by Ravasio and Cavallotti for a similar system [33]. The calculated gas temperatures ($T_{\text{gas}} = 1400 - 900$ K, with an average of 1000 K) are starkly lower than the calculated electron temperatures ($T_e = 39000 - 51000$ K or 3.6 - 4.2 eV) for all applied pressures, clearly indicating that the system operates in a non-thermal plasma regime in all cases [34]. This was also previously observed by Heijkers et al. for CO$_2$ conversion under NPD discharges [32].

3.3. Modelled analysis of gas phase kinetics

(a) Electrons

The temporal profile of electron density, showing pulsed behaviour in the model, is shown in Fig. 7a.

The calculated peak electron densities (i.e. during the pulses) vary...
from $6.9 \times 10^{15}$ cm$^{-3}$ (at 5 bar) to $1.1 \times 10^{16}$ cm$^{-3}$ (at 1 bar) and this range agrees well with experimental data reported by Maqueo et al. [35] for CH$_4$ and CH$_4$/O$_2$ mixtures (i.e. order of $10^{15}$ to $10^{17}$ cm$^{-3}$). Consistent with other reports in literature, the electron density magnitude is inversely proportional to the applied pressure (Table 3) [13,18,35].

The electron density along the residence time reaches its peak at the top of each pulse (Fig. 7a). Though these densities are high (in line with the intense power discharges), they are very short lived and only last for 9 – 18 ns, depending on the pressure. Both electron density and electron temperature plummet to negligible values (~$5 \times 10^8$ cm$^{-3}$) in the afterglow (in between the pulses), slowing down or halting electron impact processes, as recombination reactions become more important. The increase in the peak of electron density over the first 6 pulses (~10 ms) is related to the rise in the gas temperature in the same time period (green profile in Fig. 6). Due to the ideal gas law, this rise in the gas temperature decreases the number of species (density) in the gas phase,

![Graph](image)

**Fig. 5.** (a) Calculated temporal profile of the reduced electric field (top) showing peaks which are coincidental to the power pulses, as well as pulsed behaviour of the calculated electron temperature as a response to the electric field (bottom). Both calculations were carried out at 4 bar. (b) Maximum reduced electric field and electron temperature values calculated by the model at different applied pressures. The experimental E/N is also shown for comparison.

![Graph](image)

**Fig. 6.** Calculated temperature profiles at different applied pressures showing the pulsed evolution of calculated gas temperature within the gas residence time.

![Graph](image)

**Fig. 7.** Simulated profiles of (a) electron density and (b) sum of electrons and anions versus sum of cations (left y-axis), with the numerical difference shown on the right y-axis. These calculations were performed at 4 bar.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pressure (bar)</th>
<th>Electron density (cm$^{-3}$)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>$1.08 \times 10^{16}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>$9.97 \times 10^{15}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>$9.22 \times 10^{15}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>$7.99 \times 10^{15}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>$6.95 \times 10^{15}$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 3**

Maximum electron density at each applied pressure.
whilst pressure and volume are held constant. Since, the reduced electric field is inversely proportional to the density of neutral gas species, a reduction in the latter causes the reduced electric field to increase, leading to a proportional increase in electron density.

As shown in Fig. 7b, there is a precise overlay in the profiles of positive ions and of electrons plus negative ions, indicating a tight charge balance is kept throughout the simulations. The maximum difference observed (\(\sim 10^3 \text{ cm}^{-3}\); right y-axis of Fig. 7b) lies within the error range of the model and is insignificant compared to the magnitude of the charge densities in the model (\(10^{11} – 10^{16} \text{ cm}^{-3}\)).

(b) Feed gas molecules and major products

Fig. 8 displays density profiles of various important species considered in the model. It is clear that all profiles exhibit pulsed behaviour, where sharp and rapid decreases (for the feed gas molecules: CH\(_4\) and H\(_2\)) and increases (for the radical and ionic species) occur in simultaneity with the power pulses, while much slower and gradual variations take place in the interpulse periods.

The reactants’ profiles show (i) sudden drops where the pulses occur (especially within the first 10 ms of the simulations) and (ii) steady growth in the afterglow, signalling consumption and reformation, respectively (Fig. 8a). CH\(_4\) and H\(_2\) are chiefly decomposed through electron impact reactions during the power discharges, and reformed otherwise via the very efficient recombination channels of CH\(_3\) + H and H + H\(_{\text{2}}\), respectively. Concomitantly, other recombination reactions lead to the formation of higher hydrocarbons. Overall, H\(_2\) is consumed in the beginning, however production surpasses consumption after 11 pulses, and H\(_2\) becomes thus a product of CH\(_4\) conversion. Conversely, CH\(_4\) exhibits a decreasing tendency throughout.

At 4 bar, C\(_2\)H\(_4\) appears as the top product, followed by C\(_2\)H\(_2\) and finally C\(_2\)H\(_6\), which is a minor product in the entire pressure range. These C\(_2\) species also undergo consumption by electron impact reactions during the pulses and are reformed in the afterglows, when electron density decreases between the pulses. After 8 ms, C\(_2\)H\(_4\) becomes the dominant product and the density variations no longer affect the selectivity order at 4 bar (i.e. C\(_2\)H\(_4\) > C\(_2\)H\(_2\) > C\(_2\)H\(_6\)). It is of note that this onset accompanies the stabilisation of the gas temperature variation (see Fig. 6). While the steady state tendencies observed for the C\(_2\)H\(_4\) and C\(_2\)H\(_6\) products are roughly attained at 18 ms, the C\(_2\)H\(_2\) density continues to increase slightly in the residence time.

To elaborate further on this analysis, the thermodynamic equilibrium compositions of the plasma reactor effluent over the operating temperature (750 – 1400 K, see Fig. 6) and pressure range of interest (1 – 5 bar) are presented in Fig. 9. When operating at atmospheric pressure and temperatures > 1200 K, C\(_2\)H\(_2\) is the most stable, thereby, the most favourable product among the C\(_2\) species. When operating at elevated pressures, particularly > 3 bar, C\(_2\)H\(_4\) becomes the most favourable product over the discussed temperature range (750 – 1400 K). This behaviour tallies very well with the species density trends depicted in Fig. 8, as they match the equilibrium compositions shown in Fig. 9 (plot of 4 bar), suggesting that the rates of interconversion between C\(_2\)H\(_2\) and C\(_2\)H\(_4\) via other intermediate species are fast, thus, the relative C\(_2\) concentrations can reach their thermodynamic equilibrium values. Among all the species, CH\(_4\) appears to be the most stable, thereby, the most abundant species under the tested conditions.

In Section 3.5 we present a detailed analysis of the effect of pressure and temperature on the reaction pathways and in turn on the product
selectivity.

(c) Radicals and ions

The calculated densities of the main radicals and ions are plotted in Fig. 8c and 8d, respectively. The densities of all other radicals and ions considered in the model were considerably lower, and therefore not included in this figure. The order of abundance of the radicals shown in Fig. 8c and 8d, respectively. The densities of all other radicals and ions are compared in Fig. 10.

In Fig. 8d it is evident that the main ions in the model follow accurately the trends described above for the radicals. Electron impact ionisation and ionic recombination reactions account for peak cation production and consumption, respectively. The order of abundance of the ions is as follows: C₂H₂⁺ > C₂H₄⁺ > H⁺ > C₂H₆⁺ > CH₂⁺ > H₂⁺.

3.4. Calculated conversion and selectivity, and validation with experiments

The calculated and experimental results for CH₄ conversion and C₂ products selectivity are plotted and compared in Fig. 10.

As observed in Fig. 10, it is evident that pressure plays a major role for both conversion and selectivity in the non-oxidative CH₄ coupling. In terms of conversion, both model and experiments show that pressure increase has a beneficial effect up to ~ 4 bar (in the experiments; ~ 3 bar in the model), however a further increase to 5 bar leads to lower conversion than those registered at 3 and 4 bar.

Selectivity varies widely across the pressure range under study. At 1 bar, C₂H₂ is clearly the major product (at ~ 60%, both in the model and the experiments), followed by C₂H₄ (at 10% in the experiments and 20% in the model) and finally C₂H₆ appearing as a minor product in the reaction (at ~ 5%, both the experiments and the model). Such observations for product distribution at 1 bar are in line with other studies of CH₄ conversion under NPD [13,33]. Raising the pressure to 2 bar causes significant enhancement in C₂H₄ production and reduces C₂H₂ formation, resulting in higher selectivity towards C₂H₆ than C₂H₂ in the experiments. In the model, though C₂H₂ still shows marginally leading selectivity at 2 bar, the trend of rising C₂H₄ formation is accurately captured. In both model and experiment, from 3 to 5 bar, C₂H₄ becomes the dominant product, and its selectivity continues to increase, whilst the C₂H₂ selectivity dwindles with every pressure increment. In fact, the C₂H₂ selectivity falls to ~ 5% at 4 bar and ~ 1% at 5 bar in the experiments, while remaining at ~ 15% in the model (the reason for this contrast is explained below). Nevertheless, the decaying trend is qualitatively captured by the model. Though the model predicts a gradual increase in C₂H₆ selectivity with pressure (peaking at ~ 8% at 5 bar), this is not backed up by the experiment, showing that C₂H₆ production is not affected by the applied pressure and remains very slow in all cases.

The model predicts production of appreciable quantities of C₂H₆ and C₃H₆, with maximum selectivity (at 5 bar) of 4% and 5.5%, respectively. In the model, C₂H₂ and C₃H₄ are formed at all pressures and their selectivity rises as the pressure is increased. Since C₅ products (or higher hydrocarbons) were not measured in the experiments, this prediction cannot be validated by experimental data. Formation of C₅H₂₈, C₆H₁₂ and C₁₀ (discussed below) is most likely the reason for the less than 100% selectivity observed in the model and experiments.

Significant amounts of coking, i.e., C₆O, are produced in the experiments, but remained unquantified. This is likely one of the main reasons,
along with C₂H₂ into C₂H₄ hydrogenation promoted by the copper-based HV electrode, for the overestimation in the production of all C₂ products in the model, leading to higher C₂ selectivity compared to experimental values, especially at higher pressures. Though low quantities of C₆H₂ are calculated in the model, extensive formation of solid carbon is observed in the reactor and this is detrimental to C coupling into higher hydrocarbons, in turn reducing C₂ selectivity. We believe the model calculations under predicts the formation of C₆H₂ which in turn overestimates the production (and selectivity) of other products. Indeed, stepwise gas-phase dehydrogenation of C₂H₂ into C₂H₂ is the only route considered in the model. In future works, we plan to study the potential C₂H₂ hydrogenation into C₂H₄ catalysed by the copper-based HV electrode in the NPD plasma experiments (as previously discussed in the reactor performance analysis, see Section 3.1) [31,36,37] and to include more surface species and decomposition reactions, such as benzene pyrolysis and dehydrogenation reactions at the reactor walls (main production avenues for carbon particles) [6,38,39]. However, this lies outside the scope of the present study, among other reasons, because it would require unreasonable computational resources.

In summary, modelled and experimental results correspond well for (i) absolute values (maximum 12% discrepancy for C₂H₂ selectivity at 5 bar) and (ii) trends across the pressure range. Therefore, in the coming section we will use the model to perform reaction pathway and mechanism analyses and draw correlations between pressure, temperature and gas-phase reactivity.

3.5. Reaction pathway analysis

The formation and consumption routes of various species were investigated using time-resolved calculations of reaction rates (in the pulses and in the afterglows) of all processes included in the model. We assessed the reactivity of the multitude of species in the plasma system at steady state and composed an integral reaction pathway diagram for the reactants and most abundant products in the model. This reaction pathway analysis was carried out for all pressures, offering insights into the interplay between pressure, temperature and reactivity of ions and molecules and the overall selectivity. The findings are discussed below and presented in Fig. 11 (which shows all major neutral reaction pathways), 12 and 13.

CH₄, methane: As feed gas molecule, methane is one of the most abundant species in the model. As the electron density peaks on the timescale of the pulses, methane is converted into vibrationally excited CH₄ (v1, 3) (exclusively via electron collisions) and CH₄ (v2, 4) (via electron collisions and so-called vibrational-vibrational (VV) relaxation from the CH₄ (v1, 3) states), and also into electronically excited CH₄* (at 7.9 eV), by electron impact excitation. As soon as the electron density drops in the very early afterglow (nanosecond scale after the pulse), over 99.95% of the vibrationally excited CH₄ species undergo deexcitation, returning to ground state CH₄ via the so-called vibrational- translational (VT) relaxation. Therefore, under the simulated conditions and timescale considered, our model confirms that the vibrational excitation channel does not drive dissociation of CH₄. This result is in line with previous observations described in studies by Heijkers et al. [40] and Maitre et al. [41]. Thus, for clarity, the vibrationally (and also electronically) excited CH₄ molecules are not shown in Figs. 11 and 13.

CH₄ dissociation is initiated by electron impact reactions within the power pulse, leading to CH₃ (89.1%), CH₂ (4.76%) and CH (0.45%) radicals. This is illustrated in Fig. 8c where radical densities are observed peaking with each pulse. The vast majority of C₁ radicals are generated from ground state CH₄ and from CH₄* (7.9 eV). Especially in the case of CH₃ radicals, CH₄ and CH₄* (7.9 eV) are the main sources, with contributions of 11.90% and 84.35%, respectively. As the afterglow of each pulse begins and electron density drops, radical recombination reactions gain extensive traction, generating higher hydrocarbons (discussed below) and reforming H₂ and CH₄. Two reformation reactions that should be underlined are (i) H + H + M → H₂ + M, accounting for 15% of the H radical total consumption and

![Fig. 11. The complex network of species and reactions involved in (50%) CH₄ and (50%) H₂ conversion at steady state (this analysis was performed at 4 bar). Thicker arrows in the diagram indicate important reactions listed in the discussion section. Black arrows indicate electron impact dissociation, blue arrows indicate recombination reactions, except H radical addition reactions which are the most abundant type of reaction between neutral species and therefore indicated by orange arrows for clarity. Finally, green arrows indicate decomposition reactions. Reactants and products are also shown alongside the arrows.](image-url)
contributing with 34% to H₂ production, as well as (ii) CH₃ + H + M → CH₄ + M, accounting for 18% and 13% of CH₃ and H radical total consumption, respectively, and being responsible for 78% of CH₄ reformation. These values apply to the 1 bar case and the percentages rise upon pressure increase.

H₂, hydrogen: H₂ also has high initial density and also undergoes a vibrational excitation-deexcitation loop, very similar to that discussed above for CH₄. Upon start of the pulses, ground state H₂ molecules are excited to H₂ (v1 – 14) and rapidly deexcited, returning to ground state H₂ via VT relaxation. While the relaxation of vibrationally excited H₂ levels is crucial for gas-phase heating, H₂ (v1 – 14) molecules, just as CH₄ (v1 – 4), do not enter dissociation channels to any appreciable extent. Dissociation into H radicals takes place from ground state H₂ (99%) passing through the electronically excited state H₂* (11.83 eV) which, in the model, is a lump of four electronically excited states of H₂: H₂(b³Σ_u⁺), H₂(b¹Σ_u⁺), H₂(c³Π_u⁺) and H₂(a³Σ_g⁺). H radicals are chiefly produced by H₂ dissociation with 47% contribution, while CH₄ + e⁻ → CH₃ + H is the second most important channel in H radical production with 20% contribution. H radicals are the single most important radicals in the system, as they participate in all hydrogenation reactions and are involved in H₂ and CH₄ reformation.

A reaction pathway diagram displaying a complex network with the main processes for dissociation and recombination of the most important molecules and radicals in the system is shown in Fig. 11. The pathways considered above, and the reactions involved in the formation of C₂ and C₃ products are shown in the context of the entire reaction set. In Fig. 12 (below), the separate production processes for the C₂ hydrocarbons are indicated in more detail, along with tables for their relative contributions at the different pressures investigated.

C₂H₂, acetylene: C₂H₂ is the least hydrogenated species amongst the

![Fig. 12. Principal reaction pathways leading to formation of (a) C₂H₂, (b) C₂H₄ and (c) C₂H₆ hydrocarbons in our model. The contribution (%) of each formation route is given across the studied pressure range.](image-url)
stable C₂ hydrocarbons. It is mostly produced via dehydrogenation of C₂H₅ which is in turn chiefly formed via stepwise dehydrogenation of C₂H₆, C₂H₅ and C₂H₄) and by C₂H and H₂ recombination reactions. In line with our previous mechanistic report [11,18], our model confirms stepwise dehydrogenation is the primary route for C₂H₂ production at 1 bar and also stands as the main route across the entire pressure range (see Table in Fig. 12a). The efficiency remains approximately constant from 1 to 4 bar and declines at 5 bar. Also, demethylation of C₂H₃ is non-negligible to C₂H₂ production, and alongside C₂H₂ dehydrogenation, these dissociations are the main production channel in the entire pressure range. The recombination between C₂H and H₂ is important at 1 bar, but loses efficiency at 2 bar and becomes insignificant above 3 bar (see Table in Fig. 12a). At higher pressures (>4 bar), as the two main production channels lose strength, the ionic reactions (also shown in Fig. 12a) start to play a role in C₂H₂ formation.

C₂H₂ undergoes decomposition whilst the power pulses are discharged and in the early afterglow, about ~120 ns after each power pulse (as the gas temperature peaks). The larger fraction (57%) of C₂H₂ conversion takes place through dehydrogenation upon electron collision:

\[e^- + \text{C}_2\text{H}_2 \rightarrow \text{C}_2\text{H} + \text{H} + e^-\]

Besides, hydrogenation of C₂H₂ into C₂H₃ as well as C₂H₃ dissociation upon collision with any neutral molecule (M) account for 22% and 10% of its total consumption, respectively:

\[\text{C}_2\text{H}_2 + \text{H} + \text{M} \rightarrow \text{C}_2\text{H}_3 + \text{M}\]

\[\text{C}_2\text{H}_3 + \text{M} \rightarrow \text{C}_2\text{H} + \text{H} + \text{M}\]

Once created, C₂H radicals mostly hydrogenate and return to C₂H₂ but also form C₂H₃ and C₂H₄ radicals (not indicated in Fig. 11, for the sake of clarity). C₂H₃ radicals undergo both hydrogenation (leading to C₂H₄ and eventually C₂H₂) and dehydrogenation (reforming C₂H₂).

Considering these pathways, C₂H₂ essentially seems to cycle through dehydrogenation and re-hydrogenation processes with high production efficiency, especially at lower pressures. While the former process leads to C₂H (and C₂H₂ from C₂H₃) and occurs during the power peaks when electrons have maximum energy, the latter takes place immediately after the pulse mainly at 1 bar.

C₂H₄, ethylene: Similar to C₂H₂, hydrogenation and dehydrogenation reactions are the principal channel for C₂H₄ formation, as displayed in Figs. 11 and 12b. At low pressures (1 and 2 bar), dehydrogenation of C₂H₆ and C₂H₅ provides the largest contribution towards C₂H₄ formation [33,42]. However, the efficiency of these dehydrogenations dwindles as the pressure is increased (see table in Fig. 12b), highlighting the negative effect of high pressure on decomposition reactions. On the other hand, hydrogenation of C₂H₂ (i.e. C₂H₂ + H recombination) accounts for the majority of C₂H₄ production in the high-pressure range (3 to 5 bar), and becomes the dominant process at 4 and 5 bar (see table in Fig. 12b). The C₂H₄ + H₂ or CH₄ recombination reactions are also important, as well as CH₃ + CH₂ recombination, but do not depend on the applied pressure, thus their contribution remains constant across the range. Considering that C₂H₃ is the most abundant C₂ radical, it is not surprising that the main pathways for C₂H₄ formation involve this species.

Conversion of C₂H₄ takes place through three distinct channels: (i) hydrogenation to C₂H₅ and (ii) methylation to C₂H₇ both in the late afterglow and (iii) electron impact dissociation to C₂H₃ and C₂H₂ during the power peaks, and these account for 74%, 6% and 19% of the total C₂H₄ consumption, respectively. Like C₂H₂, C₂H₃ and C₂H₂ undergo cycles of hydrogenation, dehydrogenation and re-hydrogenation.

From the C₂H₂ and C₂H₄ formation and destruction pathway analysis, we can deduce that at low pressures the production of C₂H₂ is favoured, since the dehydrogenation of C₂H₃ (i.e. decomposition of C₂H₃ into C₂H₂ and H) is a very efficient channel (see Table in Fig. 12a). From 3 bar to 5 bar, the principal channel for C₂H₂ conversion shifts from dehydrogenation to C₂H₂ into re-hydrogenation to C₂H₄. In fact, hydro-drogenation of C₂H₃ (with H radicals, and also with H abstraction from H₂ and CH₄ molecules) becomes the most effective avenue for C₂H₄ production (see Table in Fig. 12b), boosting its yield and growing as the main product of CH₄ conversion.

C₂H₆, ethane: Unlike C₂H₂ and C₂H₄, gain and loss of H radicals are not the main avenue for C₂H₆ production. C₂H₆ is chiefly formed via recombination between CH₃ radicals and the effectiveness of this route increases with pressure (see Table in Fig. 12c). It is interesting to note that in the overall process of CH₄ coupling, C₂H₆ is the first C₂ species to be produced (see initial 5 pulses in Fig. 5b) owing to the much higher density of CH₃ radicals compared to other C₂ radicals. C₂H₆ is decomposed via three electron impact dissociation reactions, accounting for 45%, 36% and 10% of C₂H₆ consumption, respectively:

\[\text{C}_2\text{H}_6 + e^- \rightarrow \text{C}_2\text{H}_5 + \text{H} - e^-\]

\[\text{C}_2\text{H}_6 + e^- \rightarrow \text{C}_2\text{H}_5 + \text{H} + e^-\]

\[\text{C}_2\text{H}_6 + e^- \rightarrow \text{CH}_3 + \text{CH}_3 + e^-\]

Also, as the gas temperature rises and stabilises in steady state, C₂H₆ undergoes decomposition into C₂H₄ and C₂H₂ via dehydrogenation (green arrows in Fig. 11). These new C₂ products will recombine and further dissociate, eventually entering a cycle leading to steady production of C₂H₄ and C₂H₂ as the main products observed at each studied pressure.

At all pressures, the gas temperature in the plasma zone is much too high for selective C₂H₆ production, and therefore it is obvious that this product’s selectivity remains very low across the entire pressure range.

Ions: The ions are not included in Figs. 11 and 12 above, as they do not play a dominant role in the reaction scheme. However, to highlight their importance in the chemistry, the principal positive ions along with their formation and destruction routes are shown in Fig. 13 below.

Positive ions are exclusively produced through electron impact reactions, as soon as the first pulse is discharged, either via direct ionisation or dissociative ionisation. The three most abundant ions primarily formed from the reactants in the feed gas are H⁺, CH₃⁺ and CH₂⁺, and subsequently these positive ions react with neutral molecules (via H⁺ abstraction and electron transfer processes), creating secondary ions (see Fig. 13). The most important secondary positive ions are H₂, CH₂H⁺, CH₃H⁺ and CH₂H₂⁺ and CH₂H⁺ are also produced via electron impact ionisation from their neutral counterparts, while H₂, CH₂H⁺ are exclusively formed via recombination reactions from the primary ions.

Besides their fundamental role in keeping the charge balance in a plasma environment, this reaction pathway analysis reveals the important role of ions and their reactions in the reformation of H₂ and the production of C₂H₂. Some of the main neutralisation avenues for H₂, CH₂H⁺, CH₃H⁺ and CH₂H₂⁺ (especially dissociative neutralisation reactions) result in creation of H₂ and C₂H₂ molecules, as shown in Fig. 13.

### 3.6. Heating and cooling mechanisms

As the gas temperature dynamics (i.e., heating and cooling during and after the pulses) play a crucial role in the chemistry of NPD, we also used our model calculations and simulated temperature profiles to perform heat transfer analyses and garner quantitative information on individual reaction contributions to heating and cooling at steady state conditions. In Fig. 14, we plot the gas temperature (red curve) and the reduced electric field (E/N) (blue curve, to indicate the pulses), for (a) one pulse and the beginning of the ensuing afterglow and (b) two consecutive pulses and afterglows, emphasizing the late afterglow periods. The gas temperature undergoes a sharp increase in the model following the E/N peak within the power discharges, as shown in Fig. 14a.

This temperature rise is due to heat release through exothermic...
processes and occurs on a similar timescale (ns scale) to that of the pulses. The mechanism for heat release in the system can be understood in three parts.

(i) As the electron density peaks in the pulses, the rate of elastic momentum transfers is the highest, leading to heating of the gas phase.

(ii) Also in the pulse, $\text{H}_2$ vibrational levels are rapidly populated and resulting relaxation (through VT processes) releases heat to the gas phase. These two events cause the steep temperature rise seen in Fig. 14a and account for 34% and 29% of the total heating, respectively.

(iii) In the early afterglow, i.e. 500 ns after the electron density drops, the exothermic recombination reaction, $\text{CH}_3 + \text{H} + M \rightarrow \text{CH}_4 + \text{M} + \Delta H$, sustains the temperature rise on the $\mu$s scale (see also Fig. 14a), while the cooling events are activated. H and $\text{CH}_3$ radical recombination is responsible for 35% of the total heat release in the model.

Conversely, cooling is a much slower process, as it takes place steadily throughout the afterglow, giving rise to the sawtooth profile (red curve in Fig. 14b). Heat loss to the reactor walls is the principal cooling event in the system with a contribution of 76% to the total heat loss. Noticeably, cooling is more pronounced in the early afterglow. This is due to two endothermic reactions which take place at high rates in that interval: $\text{C}_2\text{H}_5 + \text{M} + \Delta H \rightarrow \text{C}_2\text{H}_4 + \text{H} + \text{M} (11 - 17\%)$ and $\text{C}_2\text{H}_3 + \text{M} + \Delta H \rightarrow \text{C}_2\text{H}_2 + \text{H} + \text{M} (8 - 14\%)$. In the late afterglow, these two reactions lose importance, as stable molecules are formed and the density of radicals drops.

Upon rising pressure, the E/N peaks drop (see Fig. 5b), lowering the rate of energy transfer from electrons to the gas-phase molecules via elastic collisions and vibrational relaxation. Thus, the temperature peaks

![Fig. 13. Network of reactions and species involved in the formation and consumption of important ions in the model. This figure highlights the role of ionic processes in the synthesis of $\text{C}_2\text{H}_2$ (especially at high pressures) and reformation of $\text{H}_2$. Black arrows indicate electron impact ionisations, blue arrows indicate recombination reactions and green arrows indicate dissociative neutralisation reactions.](image)

![Fig. 14. E/N (blue) and gas temperature (red) profiles over (a) one power pulse and beginning of the ensuing afterglow (the relative scale of the x-axis was adjusted for pulse start at $t = 0$ ns) and (b) two consecutive pulses and two complete afterglows. This calculation was carried out at 4 bar.](image)
become less accentuated at higher pressures. Moreover, at high pressures, endothermic dissociations (such as the \( \text{C}_2\text{H}_3 \) and \( \text{C}_2\text{H}_5 \) de-compositions mentioned above) also have significantly lower rates (since maintenance of fewer molecules is favoured), slowing the overall cooling process in the afterglow. Combined, these two effects play a role in progressively reducing the amplitude between the maximum temperature following the pulses and the minimum temperature at the end of each afterglow, as was observed in Fig. 6 above.

4. Conclusions

In this work, nanosecond pulsed discharges have been studied for methane conversion using a 0D plasma kinetic model, and validated against an experimental setup showing good alignment for conversion and product selectivity. Experimental power deposition characteristics from a coaxial plasma reactor over a pressure range of 1 to 5 bar were taken as input in a 0D model that performs self-consistent gas temperature calculations and incorporates gas temperature and pressure dependent reaction rates.

The simulation results highlight pulsed behaviour in all the physical parameters, such as electric field, gas temperature and electron energy, and the densities of plasma species also exhibit pulsed profiles. Good agreement was observed with the experimental measurements of \( \text{H}_2 \) conversion and \( \text{C}_2 \) hydrocarbon selectivity, which indicates that the gas-phase kinetic dynamics occurring in the reactor are comparable to those included in the model. A reaction pathway analysis of the simulation results demonstrates that the mechanisms responsible for formation of different \( \text{C}_2 \) products change upon increasing pressure of the system, which is of importance when considering the \( \text{C}_2\text{H}_2 \) and \( \text{C}_2\text{H}_4 \) selectivity trends in the 1 to 5 bar pressure range. Further analysis of the processes that lead to temperature variations in the gas phase highlights the complexity of the interactions between the different plasma species in such a system.

In our future work we plan to look at the effect of carbon deposition and the influence of surfaces on the resulting products and selectivity, with main focus on how post-plasma catalysts can improve the ethylene selectivity by hydrogenation from acetylene. Indeed, the conversion of methane into ethylene using nanosecond pulsed discharges with post-plasma catalysis remains a complex process that requires further study.
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